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WEEK OF: April 6 - 10, 2020

6th Grade
Reading

7th Grade

8th Grade

Mr. J.’s Class:

Mr. J.’s Class:

Mr. J.’s Class:

·
Read through
page 91 of Confetti Girl
by Diana López.

· Read through page
132 of Speak b y Laurie
Halse Anderson.

· Read through page
157 of Esperanza Rising
by Pam Muñoz Ryan.

· Continue to make
connections by thinking
about the setting,
characters, events, and
emotions so far in the
book. Write down at
least two new
connections you can
make.

·
Continue to make
connections by thinking
about the setting,
characters, events, and
emotions so far in the
book. Write down at
least two new
connections you can
make.

· Continue to make
connections by thinking
about the setting,
characters, events, and
emotions so far in the
book. Write down at least
two new connections you
can make.

· How well do the
cascarones sell at the
festival? Why do you
think this is? What
experience(s) do you
have with these eggs?

·
Why do Heather
and Melinda stop doing
things together?
Mr. Freeman says,
“I think you [Melinda]
have a lot to say. I’d like
to hear it.” (p.123) How
do you think this affects
Melinda? Why do you
think that? Provide text
evidence.

· Journal entry two
times this week.
----Mrs. Hinman’s Class:
*Complete one journal
entry

· Journal entry two
times this week.
-----. Mrs. Hinman’s
Class: Complete one
journal entry.

: You are not stuck at
home. You are safe at
home. Write about some You are not stuck at
things you are doing to
home. You are safe at
keep busy.
home. Write about some

· How well does
Esperanza take to doing
the work expected of her?
What do the others call
her? Why? Is this a fair
assessment of her as a
whole? What do the
kittens represent? Why do
you think so?
· Journal entry two
times this week.
----Mrs. Hinman’s Class:
*Complete one journal
entry.
You are not stuck at
home. You are safe at
home. Write about some
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Read 1 article from AR
link and test

Math

ASSIGNMENT #1
View BrainPop Video on
Converting Fractions to
Decimals.Take the BrainPop
Quiz and Screenshot your
results and post in Google
Classroom
ASSIGNMENT #2:
Study Island Lesson:
Fractions, Decimals,
Percents
ASSIGNMENT #3:
Study Island Lesson: Model
Fractions, Ratios, Percents
ASSIGNMENT #4:
Test on Fractions, Decimals,
Percents in Quizlet (link is
attached in classroom)
*Copies of notes provided
from my journal are in
classroom along with links to
songs from NumberRock

things you are doing to
keep busy.

things you are doing to
keep busy.

Read 1 article from AR
link and test

Read article from AR link
and test

ASSIGNMENT #1
Watch BrainPOP movie
Slope and Intercept, take
Brainpop Quiz, then
screenshot results and post to
Assignment
ASSIGNMENT #2:
Go to Quizlet site attached to
Google Assignment. Practice
flash cards on Slope and
Intercept.
Create a multiple choice test.
Take test. Screenshot results
and attach to assignment.
ASSIGNMENT #3:
Go to Kahoot link attached to
assignment. Play kahoot
game challenge on slope,
Screenshot your score and
attach to assignment.

ALGEBRA:

*Copies of notes provided
from my journal are in
classroom along with links to
graphing lines using slope and
y-intercept song.

*Copies of notes provided from
my journal are in classroom
along with links to graphing
lines using slope and
y-intercept song.

ASSIGNMENT #1
Watch BrainPOP movie Slope
and Intercept, take Brainpop
Quiz, then screenshot results
and post to Assignment
ASSIGNMENT #2:
Go to Quizlet site attached to
Google Assignment. Practice
flash cards on Slope and
Intercept.
Create a multiple choice test.
Take test. Screenshot results
and attach to assignment.
ASSIGNMENT #3:
Go to Kahoot link attached to
assignment. Play kahoot game
challenge on slope,
Screenshot your score and
attach to assignment.

8TH GRADE MATH
ASSIGNEMENT #1:
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Watch BrainPOP
movie: Scientific
Notation, take
Brainpop Quiz, then
screenshot results
and post to
Assignment
ASSIGNMENT #2
● Study Island lesson:
Scientific Notation
ASSIGNMENT #3
● Go to Kahoot! link
attached to the
assignment. Play
kahoot game
challenge on
Scientific Notation,
Screenshot your
score and attach to
the assignment.
ASSIGNMENT #4
● Complete Google
practice on Scientific
Notation
●

Science

S Studies

#1: Google Classroom:
Complete Physical and
Chemical Changes
Practice Quiz.
Screenshot our final
grade and attach to the
assignment on Google
Classroom
#2: Complete Study
Island “Chemical
Changes” screenshot
your final grade and
attach to Google
Classroom assignment.

#1: Google Classroom:
Complete Physical and
Chemical Changes
Practice Quiz.
Screenshot our final
grade and attach to the
assignment on Google
Classroom
#2: Complete Study
Island “Chemical
Changes” screenshot
your final grade and
attach to Google
Classroom assignment.

#1: Google Classroom:
Complete Physical and
Chemical Changes
Practice Quiz.
Screenshot our final grade
and attach to the
assignment on Google
Classroom
#2: Complete Study
Island “Chemical
Changes” screenshot your
final grade and attach to
Google Classroom
assignment.

1 - Google Classroom
Complete Geography
Activity on U.S.major
landmarks -Practice the
quiz screenshot your

1 - Google Classroom
Complete Geography
Activity on U.S.major
landmarks -Practice the
quiz screenshot your

1 - Google Classroom
Complete Geography
Activity on U.S.major
landmarks -Practice the
quiz screenshot your final
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final passing grade and
attach it to your google
assignment and submit
2 - Google Classroom
Complete 13 British
Colonies Geography
quiz-practice the quiz
and screenshot the final
passing grade and
attach it to the google
assignment.

final passing grade and
attach it to your google
assignment and submit
2 - Google Classroom
Complete 13 British
Colonies Geography
quiz-practice the quiz
and screenshot the final
passing grade and attach
it to the google
assignment.

Online Learning Sites
Choir: Google Classroom Assignments
Virtual Warm-ups:
Week 1 - https://youtu.be/31Ohq2x4Bpo
Week 2 - https://youtu.be/0G2Mlu5F1LU
Choir Remind @DISDchoir
https://www.remind.com/join/disdchoir

passing grade and attach
it to your google
assignment and submit
2 - Google Classroom
Complete 13 British
Colonies Geography
quiz-practice the quiz and
screenshot the final
passing grade and attach
it to the google
assignment.

